
The warehouse was designed around the logistical needs of the client, which required

wide open areas for the high volume pyramid stacking of sugar, and high wide and

narrow isle racking areas. The creation of natural light and ventilation also formed

an important aspect of the client’s brief.

The structure has an eaves height of 18m to underside of truss, and an apex height

of 25.5m. The steel roof is a staggered sectional roof design, comprising of a lattice

truss design spanning 28.15m. The staggered roof heights made it possible for

natural light to flow into the warehouse, and at the same time allowed for smoke

channeling and extraction in the higher areas.

The roof is sheeted with Novotexi and the vertical is cladded with IBR. The western

facade is fully insulated behind the sheeted areas for the length of the structure.

The warehouse is 288m on the eaves, and 168.75m on the gables, creating a space

of 48 600m² under roof. Tied into the warehouse is 1 000m² high quality office space,

where some creativity was used in the tubular design of the office entrance to

represent the idea of sugar cane.

The warehouse is fitted with six 20 ton overhead cranes, spanning 32m clear, letting

to the pyramid stacking of the bulk sugar. The crane gantries are 1.250m high, and

are dwarfed by the 1.95m end stop assemblies. The crane take-up cradle system is

the first of its kind in South Africa for this type of bulk handling. Pick-up of the sugar

is about speed and efficiency. The pick-up cradle hooks ten 1 ton sugar bags, and

seamlessly places them by stacking the bags onto a 12m high pyramid.

In total, 2 308 tons of structural steel went into the construction of this warehouse

and were transported via road from Gauteng to Pietermaritzburg. 

The enormous steel lattice columns not only add to the aesthetics of the structure,

with the walk through concrete columns, but the engineering design coupled with

the crane loads added for some inventive engineering.
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